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Just one single simple example: In my own old cosmo publication it said
that our hair cutting shears were NOT shears, but scissors and that it
was "incorrect" to call them shears.Fantastic I went to beauty college
in the 1980s and this book is a far cry from the dry sparsely
illustrated text message that we had back then. Well, that could
*technically* be true, but out in the beauty world they are basically
called "shears". I pointed out that this new Milady book does not bother
with information that is clearly irrelevant to the sector. I mean, how
would it not sound if you went around telling everyone that their shears
were not actually shears but scissors? In case you are attending
cosmetology school, I'd Highly recommend buying this Ebook to help you
study rather than carrying around the 10Lb text book around. my haircuts
are more professional looking. I ordered this publication as something
special to my lady who lives in Jamaica. There are several adjustments
since I was in beauty college, but I am self-confident that this book
can help me to acquire the knowledge I have to pass my state board exam
again. it had been in great form and perfect I ordered the publication
as needed for a cosmetology course and opened it to have writing
inside... Nonsense.! An absolute must have in the event that you own an
iPad! SATISFIED CUSTOMER SATISFIED CUSTOMER, THE PRODUCT WAS DELIVERED
NEEDLESSLY TO SAY. Five Stars Perfect condition NO HASSLE ONLY A VERY
EASY Deal. THANK YOU. Lots of information I purchased this book to boost
my haircutting skills for my family. It works !It goes into detail with
trimming and other techniques, the photos and explanations are great.
Valuable book for any level of skills your needing to cut hair. I would
Highly recommend buying this Ebook to assist you study instead of .
Other than the big bold name inside, it was in great form and perfect!
Just simply because I expected.) Five Stars Very great quality and you
also do have school everyday Five Stars i like this version better-
visually it increases results for me Five Stars Great Just what I needed
Perfect to study and pass the state exam! Highest rated Anyone whos by
using this textbook along with all of the online tools and various other
theory workbooks etc can be obtaining the best cosmetology education
anywhere! That is beautifully illustrated, photographs abound, its one
of the heaviest books I've ever picked up! Four Stars as described A
great gift. I am studying to retake my state board test (I passed it in
the past when and I recently allowed my license to lapse) and this
publication will be very useful. She's studying cosmetology and was
verry happy with the book. Happy ; Perfcet for school I purchased these
for school plus they worked perfectly fine. WOULD PURCHASE AGAIN.
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